
October 2022 New DVDs 

 

Cobra Kai, Season 4 

"Season 4 finds Miyagi-Do and Eagle Fang dojos joining forces to take 

down Cobra Kai at the All Valley Under 18 Karate Tournament ... and 

whoever loses must hang up their gi. As Samantha and Miguel try to 

maintain the dojo alliance and Robby goes all in at Cobra Kai, the fate of 

the Valley has never been more precarious. What tricks does Kreese have 

up his sleeve? Can Daniel and Johnny bury their decades-long hatchet to 

defeat Kreese? Or will Cobra Kai become the face of karate in the Valley?". 

Lightyear 

Discover the story of the man behind the toy as the legendary Space 

Ranger goes on an intergalactic adventure and gets stranded with only 

ambitious -- but untrained -- recruits and his robot companion cat. 

 

 

Outlander, Season 6 

Establishing a home in the New World is by no means an easy task, 

particularly in the wild backcountry of North Carolina during a period of 

dramatic political upheaval. The Frasers strive to flourish within a society 

which, as Claire knows all too well, is unwittingly marching towards 

Revolution. Jamie must now defend this home established on land 

granted to him by the Crown although this new mantle of responsibility 

sees him pitted against his godfather, Murtagh Fitzgibbons, a leader of the Regulator 

Rebellion. 

Ultimate Space Telescope 

“How did NASA engineers build and launch the most ambitious telescope of 

all time? Follow the dramatic story of the James Webb Space Telescope—

the most complex machine ever launched into space.” 

 

 

 



Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple Volume 1 

Joan Hickson, the actress Agatha Christie herself wanted for the role, 

stars as the shrewd sleuth in four thrilling whodunits: The Murder at the 

Vicarage, The Moving Finger, The Body in the Library, and A Murder is 

Announced. Watch as Miss Marple puts her perceptive powers to good 

use and gets to the bottom of even the most complex crimes in this 

beloved series.  

Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple Volume 2 

A collection of Miss Marple mysteries. 

 

 

 

Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple Volume 3 

Never one to sit idle, Miss Marple finds her luxurious Barbados vacation a 

bit dull until Major Palgrave's murder turns it into A Caribbean Mystery. Her 

London stay seems a bit too perfect until she discovers something sinister 

behind the Edwardian façade At Bertram's Hotel. How can Miss Marple 

resist visiting the seaside villa of a young couple plagued by terrifying 

memories of a Sleeping Murder? And how will she solve an unspecified 

crime in Nemesis, when her only clue is a ticket for a tour of historic homes and 

gardens, pre-paid by a dead man? Four suspenseful dramas with superb casts and 

meticulous period detail. 

American Veteran: You Are Never Alone 

Today, America has nearly eighteen million living military veterans, from 

the Greatest Generation to men and women coming home from recent 

tours in Afghanistan and Iraq. They join the now-silent ranks of American 

veterans reaching back to our earliest conflict, the Revolutionary War. 

 

You’re Bacon Me Crazy/ The Secret Ingredient  

You're Bacon Me Crazy: Cleo Morelli, an aspiring Portland chef, tries to win 

a food truck competition while the competition tries to win her heart. 


